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MICHAEL P. ROGIN AND KATHLEEN MORAN 

Mr. Capra Goes to Washington 

"IF ARISTOPHAENES CAME BACK TODAY," imagined the West Indian 

Marxist C. L. R. James shortly after World War II, "he would naturally consider it 
his business to write for the films to which 95 million people go every week. He 
would arrange for a great film festival for the coming July 4 as a natural part of the 
celebrations. Then in the presence of the Chief Executive, the Judiciary, Congress 
and all the notables, in one theater in Washington, the whole population in the 
same day at the same time would see his film. It would have in it slapstick, a great 
deal of plain indecency, but precisely because of the present political situation of 

democracy, the film would contain the most unbridled blows at American democ- 

racy, calling things by their names and naming names as well. He would probably 
put in the film characters easily recognizable as great personages of the day. He 
would call corruption corruption, and graft graft. He would not imply that though 
some were corrupt, on the whole everything was not so bad. He would be bitter 

beyond belief. He would do all this, however, from the standpoint of a lover of his 

country."' 
James had entered the United States in 1938, at the acme of Frank Capra's 

reign as "the most successful American movie director during the 1930s," to quote 
Thomas Schatz, "whether filmmaking success is measured in terms of box-office 

revenues, critical and popular acclaim, or Academy statuettes."James quickly came 
to recognize Hollywood as "the most striking expression of the tensions and deep 
crises of American society, occupying a similar relation to the developing society 
as the writers of 1840-1860 occupied in relation to the America of Webster and 
Lincoln." But James nonetheless had overlooked what was exhibited in front of his 

eyes. For on 17 October 1939, 45 senators, 250 congressmen, and several Supreme 
Court justices attended the premiere of Mr. Smith Goes to Washington at the capital 
city's Constitution Hall. The chief executive and "the whole population" did not 
attend the opening, but thanks to the motion picture collapse of time and space 
that, James knew, had created a nationwide mass public, millions of Americans 
soon followed their leaders into movie palaces around the country. President Roose- 
velt enjoyed a private screening aboard a battleship a few months later.2 

ABSTRACT Frank Capra's 1939 film, Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, is often described as a paean to the 
American populist hero, the patriotic little man who stands up to corruption. But Capra's so-called little- 
man trilogy, which includes Mr. Smith, Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (1936), and Meet John Doe (1941), document 
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Although Mr. Smith did not open on Independence Day, it did open with Revo- 

lutionary War music, and it named its hero Jefferson Smith after the author of the 
Declaration of Independence. If its slapstick stopped short of indecency, the motion 

picture certainly employed humor to call corruption corruption and graft graft. 
Mobilizing patriotic icons to deliver "unbridled blows at American democracy," 
was not the "lover of his country" who directed Mr. Smith (aided by scriptwriter, 
Sidney Buchman, a member of the Communist Party of the United States), the 
American Aristophaenes for whom the international Communist was calling?' 

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington is the tale of a patriotic innocent from the American 
heartland (Jimmy Stewart), head of the Boy Rangers, who finds himself appointed 
to the United States Senate. What he does not know is that his appointment has 
been arranged precisely because he is a political naifwho doesn't have a clue about 
the way political deals are made. The senior senator from his home state whom 
Smith admires (Claude Rains as SenatorJoseph Paine) is the tool of Boss Jim Tay- 
lor (Edward Arnold), the media magnate who runs their state. Taylor and Paine 
have attached to an appropriations bill a provision to build a dam at Willet Creek 
that will enrich their supporters. Taylor is also promoting Paine for the presidency, 
having successfully built his brand image as "The Silver Knight," the man who 

fights for the little people. The senator and the boss assign Saunders (Jean Arthur) 
to control Smith, but when she helps the eager young Smith introduce a boy's camp 
bill that sets aside that same Willet Creek land, they frame him to make it seem 
that he himself has a corrupt interest in the real estate. Overmatched, threatened 
with expulsion from the Senate, and in despair, Smith is on the point of returning 
home until, in an emotional scene at the Lincoln Memorial, Saunders (having 
switched allegiances) convinces him to stay and fight. With her help he begins a 
Senate filibuster, mixing his expose of the Willet Creek scandal with long passages 
from the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the Bible. Boss Taylor 
keeps the truth from the people of their state, and the thousands of telegrams he 
orchestrates condemningJeff bring the junior senator to the point of collapse. His 

martyrdom is too much for Senator Paine, however. "Expel me!" he shouts after a 
failed suicide attempt, and a prostrate Jefferson Smith carries the day as he is car- 
ried out of the room. 

Mr. Smith's picture of Washington was "bitter beyond belief," and the "great 
personages" forced to watch themselves on screen were not pleased by what they 
saw. House Majority Leader Sam Rayburn and Senate Majority Leader Alben 

Barkley denounced the film. Barkley declared the film "as grotesque as anything I 
have ever seen!" South Carolina's important Democratic SenatorJames F Byrnes 
told the press, "Here is a picture that is going to the country to tell the people that 
95 out of 96 senators are corrupt; that the federal, state, and municipal governments 
are corrupt; that one corrupt boss can control the press of a state; that the newspa- 
pers are corrupt; the radio corrupt; reporters are corrupt; that the trucks will inten- 
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tionally run down boys in the streets." Like Byrnes, the State Department worried 

that, with the outbreak of European war two weeks before Mr. Smith's premiere, the 
film would "abet the hostile propagandists by ridiculing American democracy." 
The Ambassador to England, Joseph P. Kennedy, lobbied to keep Columbia from 

releasing the film in Europe. Joseph Breen, head of the motion picture industry's 
own censorship board, had objected that the original story presented "a general 
unflattering portrayal of our system of government." But the people and press out- 
side the capital welcomed Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, as if the reception of this 

"stirring, patriotic document" exemplified the synthesis of theater and democratic 

politics for which James was soon to call.4 

Although Washingtonians did not appreciate Frank Capra's version of politics, 
an actor who had made his Hollywood debut two years before Mr. Smith's premiere 
did. Only one American president deliberately modeled himself on the Frank Ca- 

pra hero. That actor, who began his career in New Deal Hollywood and ended up 
in the White House, was Ronald Reagan. The apparently spontaneous line in the 
New Hampshire 1980 primary debate against George Bush that saved his presiden- 
tial campaign, "I'm paying for this microphone, Mr. Green," turned out to be lifted 
from Capra's 1948 movie, State of the Union.5 Once in office, Reagan made the lin- 

eage explicit. He defended his economic policy with extended quotations from Mr. 
Deeds Goes to Town (1936), and when his nomination of Robert Bork to the Supreme 
Court ran into opposition, he responded, "You may remember the movie Mr. Smith 
Goes to Washington, when Jimmy Stewart stands in the well of the Senate and says 
that lost causes are 'the only causes worth fighting for.... I'm going to stay right 
here and fight for this lost cause even if this room ... is filled with lies.' So will 
I." Frances Fitzgerald introduces her history of Ronald Reagan and the Strategic 
Defense Initiative (Star Wars) with several pages on Ronald Reagan as Jefferson 
Smith.6 

Whereas Reagan spoke for the political values he had acquired in Cold War 

America, Capra spoke to New Deal America in the 1930s and later, as the producer 
of the armed forces Why We Fight documentaries, for U.S. values in World War II. 
Called "Hollywood's greatest director" in 1938 by Life and "the most important 
figure in motion pictures today" by the New York Herald Tribune, and featured on 8 

August of that year on the cover of Time, Capra was "the most important American 
director of the 1930s." But he never made a successful Hollywood film after 1942.7 

Modeling himself on the Capra hero and on Franklin Roosevelt, was Reagan the 

legitimate inheritor or the perversion of Frank Capra in particular and New Deal 
mass politics and culture more generally?8 From what point of view is Mr. Smith 
made to castigate Washington politics? To understand the affinity between Frank 

Capra and Franklin Roosevelt, the Capra film and the New Deal decade, we need 
to enter the immediate political situation in which, as if taking on the role of the 
American Aristophaenes, Capra put Mr. Smith Goes to Washington on the screen. 
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II 

Already the recipient of academy awards for It Happened One Night 
(1934), Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (1936), and You Can't Take It with You (1938), Frank 

Capra was seated at Mr. Smith's Washington premiere next to Montana Senator 
Burton K. Wheeler, the "great personage" rumored to be Jefferson Smith's model. 
Several sources fed into Buchman's screenplay, but they were all filtered through 
Lewis Foster's Oscar-winning story, "The Gentleman from Montana," a fictional- 
ized account of Senator Wheeler's career. Capra, who had read Foster's tale, 
thought ofJefferson Smith as "the freshman Senator from Montana"; in the film 
he is simply "from the West." Freshman Senator Wheeler's expose of the Harding 
administration's Teapot Dome oil scandal was the model for Senator Smith's ex- 

pose of Boss Jim Taylor's Willet Creek water scandal, and Attorney General Harry 
Daugherty's effort to frame Senator Wheeler, on the charge that he himself had a 

corrupt interest in government oil leases, was the model for the comparable frame- 

up of the innocent Senator Smith. Sounding like Taylor, Daugherty had promised 
to take care of this "upstart from the sagebrush." Like Taylor, he had arranged for 
a witness to perjure himself and implicate the senator at his hearing. The 1941 

Life magazine feature on Wheeler discussed his battle with Daugherty under the 
subhead "Mr. Smith (Wheeler) goes to Washington." When, decades later, the Sen- 
ator from Montana's daughter published a memoir of her mother, she titled it Mrs. 
Wheeler Goes to Washington.9 

Frank Capra and Burton Wheeler were, in 1939, perhaps the two most promi- 
nent avatars of the American heartland in Hollywood and Washington, and that 
one is now remembered and the other forgotten encapsulates the relation between 
collective screen memory and political amnesia in the contemporary United States. 
The Sicilian immigrant to Southern California and the Montana lawyer born in 
New England came together in 1939 in their celebration of provincial America, 
but the two men had started from different places and were traveling in different 
directions. Seated in the director's box, the Wheelers registered their disapproval 
of Mr. Smith to the Capras as soon as the lights went up.1' The Wheeler/Capra 
intersection on film and in the audience introduces the twin crises of Washington 
politics and populist Americanism upon which Mr. Smith capitalized, and above 
which it triumphantly rose, but which would come crashing down on both the di- 
rector and the senator two years later. 

Senator Wheeler got his start as a Western radical, defending Butte miners 

against Anaconda Copper; he was a prominent target and opponent of the red 
scare during and after World War I, and the first U.S. senator to visit the Soviet 
Union. "Every economic struggle is a class struggle," Wheeler wrote in the 1920s. 
He served as Robert La Follette's running mate in the 1924 presidential campaign 
and belonged in the 1930s to the antimonopoly left wing of the New Deal coalition. 
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Defending what one historian has called "economic littleness," Wheeler cospon- 
sored the 1935 Wheeler-Rayburn Act that broke up the giant corporate holding 
companies. 1 

Wheeler was the first senator publically to support Franklin Roosevelt for presi- 
dent. He was also suspicious of concentrated government power, however, and 
broke with FDR in 1937 to lead the successful fight against Roosevelt's scheme 
to pack the Supreme Court. That battle turned the president against the Senate, 
generating his failed effort to purge the body of his enemies, including Wheeler, 
in 1938. Wheeler featured as a major contender for the Democratic presidential 
nomination should Roosevelt not seek a third term; he made the cover of Time two 

years after Capra had, six months after Mr. Smith's premiere. By now the Senator 
from Montana was also leading the fight against Roosevelt's effort to involve the 
United States in the European war; against Roosevelt, he supported the Socialist 
Norman Thomas for president in 1940. But this time his opposition to the president 
would lead him to challenge Hollywood too, as we shall see, and go down to 
defeat. 12 

Unlike his role model, who self-destructed in his challenge to the movie capital, 
the senator "from" Hollywood, Jefferson Smith, emerged victorious in his battle 
with Washington-first within the film and then against the opening night senato- 
rial audience outraged by its treatment in the motion picture. Audiences whole- 

heartedly accepted Capra's own defense of the film, which he said was meant to 
"idealize American Democracy, not attack it." Once Mr. Smith's victory within 
the film was repeated by Mr. Smith's victory outside it, the motion picture achieved 
untouchable status. One distributor proposed that it be "compulsory viewing for 

every citizen." Mr. Smith Goes to Washington was received, moreover, not simply as 

"just about the best American patriotic film ever made," but as an educational 
source on the workings of American politics. Photoplay Studies, which published a 
series of Educational and Recreational Guides for use in junior high and high schools, 
chose the motion picture for adoption. Photoplay Guides normally presented films 
either based on a real historical event or important historical individual, or else 

adapted from a famous literary work. Mr. Smith, Eric Smoodin has discovered, was 
one of only two exceptions; the other was Snow White. 3 

Featuring Frank Capra and Jimmy Stewart on its cover, Photoplay's Mr. Smith 
was partly concerned with political morality (to the question of whether the film 

gave "a wrong impression of American political life," the answer was a clear "no"). 
More importantly, however, the Guide treated Capra's "modern, and successful, 
fairy tale" (to quote The Nation's words of praise) as a documentary, a political sci- 
ence manual. "Just how does the 'Boss' keep his machine oiled and powerful?" 
asked the New York City Association of Civics Teachers, whose questions were illus- 
trated by "Frank Capra's Remarkable Representation of the United States Senate." 
Visual authenticity, in this associative chain, vouchsafed historical accuracy. Situ- 
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ated between The Birth of a Nation at Hollywood's origins and Ronald Reagan, JFK, 
and Amistad in our own time, Mr. Smith Goes to Washington was shifting the source 
of political authority from politics to film.14 

Enthusiasts and detractors alike have seen Mr. Smith as an antipolitical film in 
the sense that it moralizes against the compromises and power relations of political 
life. Staying on the surface of the film, that view ignores two paradoxes. First, the 
minus sign in front of politics does not cancel out Capra's subject. Capra is, as 
Charles Lindholm and John A. Hall write, "the sole major American director to 
have devoted a major part of his career to the exploration of American political 
culture." Capra's political turn signals the atypical centrality of politics to Ameri- 
can life during the New Deal decade. Mr. Smith responds negatively to that political 
intrusion in the present by invoking the heroes and monuments of the political past, 
but in so doing it instantiates a second paradox by way of an intrusion of its own. 
Underneath the apparent war between contemporary politicians and founding fa- 

thers, politics and morality, urban sophistication and small-town innocence, the 

corrupt present and the virtuous past, lies the triumph not of traditional morality (as 
happens within Capra's film) but the triumph of the modern mass media apparently 
targeted by the movie. Capra knew what he was doing. The senators and Washing- 
ton correspondents who savaged Mr. Smith, he later wrote, were leveling "an attack 

against a new, perhaps superior, power invading their empire-'film power."' Al- 

though Capra, like Wheeler, may seem to choose community over modernity and 
the little people over institutional centralization, Mr. Smith actually resolves those 
antinomies as Wheeler could not. In spite (or rather, as we shall see, because) of its 

apotheosis of the people, the medium of Capra's film was also its political message.15 

III 

Finding a political message in Mr. Smith Goes to Washington has not 

proved an easy task. "Populist" is the term of choice, but in the guise of naming 
the Capra film's political problematic, those who use that label triply avoid it. In 
the first place, appeals to the people against interests and elites have been so perva- 
sive in American history that the term "populism" covers the widest range of actual 

political programs; the task is to situate Capra's version alongside the actual politi- 
cal alternatives available in the New Deal decade. Second, accepting Capra at his 
own populist evaluation substitutes for looking closely at the way that actual pop- 
ular collectivities are represented in his film. And third, whereas invokers of the 

populist label make Capra a celebrant of ordinary Americans in the pastoral past, 
populist appeals often served elite interests from within the heart of modernity- 
whether emanating from commercial farmers, New Deal administrators, Madison 
Avenue advertisers, or Hollywood producers. Mr. Smith and its sequel, Meet John Doe 
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(1941), locate themselves, so we shall be arguing, inside the modern mass media. Far 
from assuming a virtuous traditional public opinion that simply needs to be 

aroused, these films worry that the public is largely "created" by modern media 
and are reachable only through the questionable techniques of mass media itself. 16 

Although Mr. Smith and John Doe are organized around polarizations, neither 
film actually chooses sides in their two major battlegrounds-either for or against 
New Deal political content, either for or against the mass media form. Capra oper- 
ates as a political filmmaker inside the New Deal order as another and overlapping 
force field to the one centered in Washington. 

Begin with political content. The Popular Front welcomed Mr. Smith, and Ca- 

pra continues to enjoy the reputation of having made "notable progressive films in 
the 1930s" (to quote the Daily Worker).17 But it is not clear that Mr. Smith speaks for 

Popular Front values or for the New Deal Democratic values. To be sure, Jefferson 
Smith sits on the majority side of the aisle, which places him in Roosevelt's and 
Wheeler's Democratic Party. And the Democratic Senate establishment that at- 
tacked the motion picture could have seen it as endorsing FDR's attempt to purge 
his Senate enemies in 1938. Roosevelt was also, like Jeff Smith, breaking with the 

political boss (Jim Farley, in the case of the president, Jim Taylor in the case of 
Senator Smith) who had initially sponsored him. Just as Taylor's newspaper chain 
went after Smith, so the vast majority of newspapers opposed FDR, with the 

Roosevelt-hating Chicago Tribune slamming Capra's film. Finally, Jeff's boys' camp 
invoked the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), the New Deal's most popular 
program.18 

The case for an anti-New Deal reading of the film is even stronger. By 1939 
Burton Wheeler was not easily classifiable as pro-New Deal, and neither was his 
film counterpart. But while Wheeler was criticizing FDR and party patronage from 
the left, the film senator was arguing from the opposite political pole. Smith refuses 
to use government taxes to finance his camp (in contrast to the CCC), raising 
money from his boys instead. No New Deal senator would have filibustered against 
a relief bill that promised to feed the starving and construct public works. Indeed, 
Wheeler had actually convinced Roosevelt to build a dam in Valley County, Mon- 

tana; as he later put it, "when FDR wanted to help a Senator, he built a dam for 
him."'9 Standing against deficit spending, big government, the welfare state, and 
that quintessential New Deal project, the federal dam, Senator Smith sounds more 
like Reagan than Roosevelt. 

Whereas economic royalists and the private corruption of monopolies were the 
New Deal targets, Mr. Smith attacked political corruption, and this after the 1937 

depression had refocused New Deal attention on the problem of corporate eco- 
nomic power. New Dealers endorsed trade unions, which are absent from Mr. Smith. 
Senator Wheeler had put himself in physical danger by supporting the Western 
Federation of Miners and the Industrial Workers of the World, violently repressed 
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during and after World War I; Jefferson Smith's father was killed standing up not 
for the mine workers' union but for an individual prospector.20 Indeed, the "syndi- 
cate" that went after Smith's father could very well have been a union. 

Jeff Smith exemplifies, moreover, the "moral-individualist" approach to politics 
that Thurman Arnold had attacked in The Symbols of Government and The Folklore 

of Capitalism, the books that made him, according to Richard Hofstadter, the most 

important theorist of the New Deal. Arnold counterposed the moral reformer to 
the political boss, just as did Mr. Smith, but Arnold, the New Dealer, was on the 
other side. While Arnold defended organized forms of social control, Senator Smith 
was reverting to the sort of old-fashioned individualism for which Arnold had criti- 
cized Senator Wheeler. "The student in government is usually impractical [writes 
Arnold], because all his acquired learning makes him so. He knows the right princi- 
ples, and attempts to apply them by the preaching method. He knows no more 
about the techniques of the organization than the medieval physician knows about 
the organization of the human body." Arnold could be describing Jeff Smith, and 
when he continues that "security and order only comes when practical politicians 
replace learned and idealistic men," he might as well be writing the lines for Senator 
Paine's defense of Boss Taylor.2' 

And then there is Jefferson's Smith's weapon, the filibuster. La Follette- 
Wheeler quotes him-had defended the filibuster as "the most useful weapon a 
liberal minority possessed against a conservative coalition." By 1939, however, 
Wheeler himself was filibustering against Roosevelt's effort to repeal the Neutrality 
Act, and most of his isolationist allies were conservatives. Radio news broadcaster 
H. V Kaltenborn defends the filibuster within Mr. Smith Goes to Washington as "de- 

mocracy in action." Between the production of Mr. Smith and its release, however, 
Kaltenborn was attacking the Neutrality Act filibuster outside the film for frustrat- 

ing the majority will.22 
The filibuster encapsulates Mr. Smith's political indeterminacy. To stage a de- 

bate between pro- and anti-New Deal Mr. Smiths, as if the winner grasped the 
film's political key, is to be false both to the political context that generated the film 
and to the motion picture's actual historical reception. Capra never voted for FDR, 
after all, while his Popular Front screenwriters Robert Riskin and Sidney Buchman 
never voted against him.23 The fight about Mr. Smith, like the fight within it, pitted 
the countryside against the capitol, not the left against the right. Because the battles 

withih the Capra motion picture do not line up with the battles outside it, the film 
can generate anxiety from within a consensual space, operating inside the New 
Deal order without speaking for the New Deal.24 

The worst crisis in American history since the Civil War had reached stasis a 
decade after the stock market crash. Like the break between Wheeler and Roose- 

velt, Mr. Smith signifies the stalemate and fragmentation of the New Deal coalition. 
In the wake of the court-packing fight, the 1937 depression, and the approaching 
European war, the domestic New Deal was losing force. Jefferson Smith proposes 
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in that context a return to American roots. Mr. Smith is not the only Capra spokes- 
person in Mr. Smith, however. Although the director has been identified with Amer- 
ican innocence, the appeal of his later 1930s films actually lies in their balance 
between urban sophistication, archetypically represented by mass circulation news- 

papers and the girl reporters who work for them, and heartland moral virtue. Capra 
discovered fast pacing, fast talk, modern settings, and up-to-date modes of transpor- 
tation and communication in his early 1930s films.25 And even when they are mor- 

ally compromised or villainous, his urban men and women continue to give the 
later films of that decade their vitality. But Capra made a decisive shift after his 

breakthrough film, It Happened One Night, made him the preeminent Hollywood 
director. He rediscovered the little people, the residents of the rural heartland, for 
whom Burton Wheeler had been speaking. Capra is often credited with having 
invented the country innocent persona that made Harry Langdon a silent picture 
star in the 1920s. Now Capra would bring back his little man, link him to the peo- 
ple, and give him a social conscience. And looking back from obscurity decades 

later, the director supplied his own myth of origins for the films of 1936-41. 

IV 

It Happened One Night (1935) had almost single-handedly invented screw- 
ball comedy, the most distinctive genre of the second half of the depression decade. 

Foreshadowing the reception of Mr. Smith, It Happened One Night's extraordinary 
popular success overwhelmed originally tepid reviews, and the movie won an un- 

precedented five academy awards. But Capra had broken down, so he later wrote, 
after this triumph. Ill and unable to work, he was visited by a "little man" who 
reminded him of his responsibilities by comparing him with Hitler. Hitler's power 
lay through radio, said the little man, turning up the volume on the one in Capra's 
bedroom as "that raspy voice came shrieking out of it." But Hitler could only reach 
fifteen or twenty million people for twenty minutes. "You, sir, you can talk to hun- 
dreds of millions, for two hours-and in the dark." From then on, wrote Capra, 
he would "totally commit my talents-few or many-to the service of man.... 

Beginning with Mr. Deeds Goes to Town, my films had to say something."26 
So the condition ofCapra's return to work was that he abandon his own break- 

through genre and use his talent for comedy to make "a series of social-minded 
films." Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (1936), released the year of the sit-down strikes, intro- 
duced the isolated little-man innocent as the Capra hero. He comes to life as Long- 
fellow Deeds (Gary Cooper), the small-town American who inherits a fortune, and 
whose new wealth makes him prey to those-beginning with a girl reporter (Jean 
Arthur)-who want to use him for their own selfish purposes. Confronted by an 

unemployed farmer, Longfellow decides to give his money to the poor; the response 
of other claimants to his fortune is to arrange for his commitment to a mental hospi- 
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tal. As Longfellow withdraws into silent melancholia at the commitment proceed- 
ings, and a jury is about to find him insane, the girl reporter's conversion gives him 
the confidence to speak for his dream. 

Reappearing in the other two films of the little-man trilogy, Mr Smith and Meet 

Joohn Doe, and in their close variant You Can't Take It with Tou, the character of the 
small-town innocent seemed to be everything that Capra was not-from physical 
stature to American origins to absence of personal ambition.27 Just as these films 

put an anti-Capra as hero on screen, so they rebounded from the direction the 
Second New Deal and the organization of the industrial working class were taking 
the United States. As the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) and the wel- 
fare state were finally moving the country forward into the twentieth century, Ca- 

pra and his Popular Front screenwriters went backwards. It is as if they were offering 
communal dream worlds to counterbalance ruptured life worlds-life worlds rup- 
tured by sudden success for a Capra who had left his roots behind, and by the De- 

pression and the New Deal order for his audience. 
How might one connect traditional American localism to the emerging wel- 

fare, warfare, mass entertainment regime? From one perspective, to invoke the Pop- 
ular Front slogan, the little-man trilogy was trying to resuscitate a usable American 

past. From another, however, that offered in Capra's fifth film of 1936-41, Lost 
Horizons (1937), facing political turmoil and "these days of wars and rumors of 
war," Capra, Riskin, and Buchman withdrew to utopias of "the meek" that are 
menaced by malevolent outside forces.28 An impassable Himalayan mountain bar- 
rier protects that utopia in Lost Horizons; the four films set in America try to find it 
within the United States. The question answered by Longfellow Deeds's climactic 
shift at his jury trial from silence to speech organizes each of these five films: Will 
the endangered space find a sufficiently powerful spokesman? 

Here is where the issue gets complicated, for the little-man hero is not born 

alone; he comes into the world situated between two urban sophisticates inherited 
and transformed from Capra's earlier movies, the working girl (Jean Arthur or 
Barbara Stanwyck, sex-changed from her previous incarnation in the reporters 
played by Robert Williams and Clark Gable) and the big-city newspaper publisher. 
In all three of Capra's little-man films, the hero (Gary Cooper or Jimmy Stewart) 
is pitted against sinister powerful selfish interests (personified in two of the movies 

by Edward Arnold). The little man converts the girl and defeats the Arnold figure, 
but his success is paradoxical at its core. Mr. Smith represents the countryside suc- 

cessfully against the capital only from within that other centralized capital, the capi- 
tal of mass entertainment.29 

It is true that as Capra himself once put it, motion pictures are "a big business." 

Surely any Hollywood film that attempts to speak for any disenfranchised group can 

only do so from within a financial system run by New York bankers/investors and 
studio producers. But Capra's attempts do not simply demonstrate the structural 
contradiction inherent in the medium; they thematize it. More than that, in his 
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little-man films, the power struggle over control of the symbols of American na- 
tional identity was at the center of the narrative, channeling Popular Front debates 
about the meaning of"the people" in '30s political culture.30 

Senate opponents of Mr. Smith may have sensed that Capra's film amounted to 
a challenge to their power. Worried about the Hollywood branch of the culture 

industry, they immediately revived the administration-supported Neely Bill 

(named for West Virginia New Deal Democrat Matthew Neely) that aimed to break 

up the major studios' block-booking monopoly over production and distribution. 
"Insiders here look for an early and smashing retaliation for Mr. Smith," wrote the 
Detroit News, with Senate passage "of the Neely anti-block booking bill." Under 
studio block booking, complained one critic of Mr. Smith, exhibitors could not re- 

ject a film "which may offend the sensibilities of the American public"-as if the 
centralized culture industry were violating local community standards with Mr. 
Smith.31 

Thurman Arnold, now head of the Anti-Trust Division of the Justice Depart- 
ment, was at the same time challenging the major studios in court. Although The 
Folklore of Capitalism had ridiculed the antimonopoly tradition, Arnold and other 
New Dealers in the wake of the 1937 depression began to counterpose corporate 
power to the administrative state. The Hollywood monopoly, moreover, extended 

beyond political economy to the organizing symbols of collective life. Was the mod- 
ern culture industry, a huge and powerful organization, hiding behind homespun 
myths of individualism, as Arnold's treatment of Hollywood in The Symbols of Gov- 
ernment would suggest? Mr. Smith itself answers that question.32 

V 

Starting with Capra's own assessment, the little-man films have been 
taken to speak for what Capra called "The Man in the Street," for the people. The 

director, who described "the underlying ideas" of his movies as "the Sermon on the 

Mount," faced a more formidable challenge-how to unite a multiform, pluralist 
American audience around the little man's simple moral cause, how to create the 

people that Deeds, Smith, and Doe represented.33 How to make the motion picture, 
rather than political party or social movement, the vehicle for organizing a mass 

public? Deliberately exaggerating popular innocence, Capra opens up a space be- 
tween the people in his movies and the people watching them, a space within which 
he operates brilliantly to convert his audience to his cause. The result, however, 
perhaps in spite of itself, invites us to shift our attention from the moral innocent 
to the media master, a shift that doubles Capra not with Jimmy Stewart/Jefferson 
Smith (as on the Photoplay Guide cover) but with Edward Arnold/Jim Taylor. Or 
with the figure against whom Capra retrospectively imagined himself reborn, the 
media manipulator Adolf Hitler. 
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Although the little-man fable is a late invention, Hitler did become Capra's 
point of reference by sometime in the late 1930s. "I never cease to thrill at an audi- 
ence seeing a picture," he told the reporter writing his 1940 New Yorker profile. "For 
two hours you've got 'em. Hitler can't keep 'em that long. You eventually reach 
even more people than Roosevelt does on the radio."34 But whereas the director 

presented himself as the answer to Hitler-the role he would soon assume in the 

Why We Fight documentaries-Mr. Smith and John Doe are taken over by a more 
troubled intimacy with the master manipulator of popular feeling. 

In the decade of "the people's front," the political valence of the symbol of the 

people may seem to lie on the Left.35 But that association was not unproblematic. 
The little man himself, introduced into the United States in Hans Falluda's 1932 

book, Little Man, What Jow? was a figure for the anxious petit bourgeois who had 
turned to Hitler. When on the eve of the Popular Front Kenneth Burke proposed 
at the 1935 American Writers' Congress that "the people" offered a more positive, 
inclusive mobilizing slogan for "revolutionary symbolism" than did "the worker," 
refugee writer Friedrich Wolf pointed out "the similarities between this usage and 
Hitler's harangue of the Volk."36 Thanks to World War II, Why We Fight could chal- 

lenge Hitler head-on. But Mr. Smith Goes to Washington and Meet John Doe occupy 
the juncture where the dream of the people as the counterforce against the machine 
of authoritarianism meets the media that created it, and the film medium over- 
whelms its message. 

Frank Capra evokes strong feelings in critics, who are divided between those 

inspired by what they see as his populist Americanism and those who take Capra 
as "Capracorn"--as quintessentially American kitsch.37 Mr. Smith, however, capi- 
talizes on the latter reaction in order to create the former. Critics who look down 
on the director from a position of superior sophistication resemble at least a large 
portion of the audience Capra's films address-an audience suspicious of simple 
goodness and embarrassed by patriotism, an audience the film works to convert. 

Beginning with the patriotic music behind the titles, there is deliberate overkill 
in Mr. Smith's initial Americanism. A self-ironizing version of "Yankee Doodle 

Dandy" follows "Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean," which plays (knowingly) be- 
hind the Columbia Statue-of-Liberty corporate logo. "My Country 'Tis of Thee," 
rendered so as to strike a discordant note, is the next sound we hear. Equally self- 

undercutting is the sudden loud cacophony of the John Philip Sousa march "Sem- 

per Fidelis" that practically knocks the governor off his feet when he comes to in- 
form Jeff that he is now a senator. The noise turns out to come from a Boy Rangers 
orchestra rehearsal, in a scene played for comic effect. The "Star Spangled Ban- 

quet" that celebrates Jeff's appointment, complete with its gigantic American-flag 
cake and portraits of Washington and Lincoln, may be taken at face value by the 
new senator and his boy supporters in the auditorium seats, but the audience watch- 

ing the film knows that the superpatriotism has been put on to serve the political 
machine. Up through Jeff's arrival in Washington, Capra orchestrates Mr. Smith to 
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create an amused and slightly condescending distance between the spectator and 
the screened patriotism. 

The "gee whiz" quality of Jeff's sight of Washington's monuments continues 
this distancing effect, qualified only by a virtuoso montage of patriotic sites, as if 
from the window of the tour bus, that climaxes before the Lincoln Memorial. Call- 

ing attention to itself as a stylistically singular moment in the film, the subjectively 
shot sequence will become, retrospectively, one way to close the distance between 
the audience and Jeff, between the sense of patriotism as "kid's stuff" and belief in 

Jeff's idealism.38 

By the time Jeff finally arrives, hours late, at his Senate office, Capra has brack- 
eted our identification with Smith and joined us firmly with the point of view of 

Saunders, the "wised-up" senatorial secretary, further unsettling the spectatorial 
perspective. The film encourages us to laugh atJeff's simple patriotism, as Saunders 
does. Saunders sees Jeff as a simple naive yokel. The fact that he raises pigeons is 
not an accident-he is a pigeon, a fall guy. When the reporters who have set Jeff 
up to look a fool accuse him of ignorance of how Washington works, he feels they 
have a point, and so do we. 

Popular Front Americanism climaxed unironically in front of the Lincoln Me- 
morial during the montage, as a grizzled black figure standing respectfully beneath 
Lincoln hears a white boy (helped by an immigrant) read the words of the Gettys- 
burg Address. Capra's gesture toward racial inclusion will be counterbalanced later 
in the film, when two handwriting experts testify with foreign accents that Jeff has 

signed the property deed for the land around Willet Creek, while the one who rec- 

ognizes the forgery is 100 percent American. But as with pro- versus anti-New 
Deal interpretations of the film, debating whether Mr. Smith's usable past is progres- 
sive or nativist misses the point. What matters is not the content ofJefferson Smith's 

patriotism, which remains hazy and unspecified from beginning to end, but that 
the film will convert us by first keeping its distance from Jeff's point of view. 

Unlike the audience for Mr. Smith, moreover, the valorized people within the 
movie are restricted to American boys and-by way ofJeff's as the universal stand- 
in-their mothers. Boys are good in Mr. Smith, and men are bad. The "boy senator" 

presides over the Boy Rangers; the newspaper he edits is "boy's stuff." The governor 
is a political hack, whose sons get him to appoint Jeff. ("Why don't you listen to 

your children for a change?" chides the governor's wife.) The Senate floor is di- 
vided between corrupt men, the senators, and sympathetic boy pages, including 
the "curly-headed page boy" who takes his bill to the presiding officer. "They've 
sent a boy here to do a man's job," says Saunders; "The Senator will make a good 
actor when his voice stops changing," jokes the presiding vice president. The gov- 
ernor callsJeffa "big-eyed baby"; Boss Taylor callsJeffa "drooling infant." "Listen, 
son," says Senator Paine. "You've been living in a boy's world. For heaven's sake, 
stay there. This is a man's world, and you have to check your ideals outside the door, 
like your rubbers." The senator from the West may be sitting in the senatorial desk 
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that once belonged to Daniel Webster, and he may be "Daniel Boone," as Saunders 
calls him, but he is also "Daniel in the lions' den," alone, with no gun.39 

This Huck Finn reduction of moral innocence to childhood has two sorts of 

consequences in Mr. Smith: it makes trouble for the victory of Capra's populism as 

message, but it provides the method of media redemption. Thematically the film 
claims to stand with boys against patriarchs. Thanks to the absence of power that 
is the price of purity, however, the boy-people cannot save Jeff Smith. "I want to 
talk to the people of my state," he exclaims. "When they hear my story, they'll rise 

up." But because the people never get to hear his story, they are manipulated by 
Jim Taylor to rise up against him. "Would the gentleman be interested in knowing 
what the people have to say?" asks Senator Paine, dumping the boxes of hostile 

telegrams in front of him. 
To be sure, popular aggression takes the form of telegrams rather than physical 

bodies. But Capra had already shown he was a master of mob creation in such films 
as Rain or Shine (1930), American Madness (1932), and The Bitter Tea of General Yen 

(1933). Provoked by a strike in one film, creating a bank run in another, making 
revolution in the third, Capra's mobs showed the other face of the people, Hitler's 

face, fascism. When the "'little people ... come together" in a Capra film, asJoseph 
McBride puts it, they so often "resemble a lynch mob."40 Mr. Smith's boys remain 

loyal, if overmatched. But the little people in Capra's next film, the members of the 

John Doe clubs, are easily turned by the Edward Arnold character into an anti- 

John Doe mob. Powerless to incarnate themselves as a force for good en masse, 
Capra's people act collectively only as the crowd. 

Capra's alleged populism is thus undercut by his splitting-exaggerated inno- 
cence on the one hand, mass aggression on the other. In print Capra celebrated 
"'We the People'... to whom weary souls can return again and again to commune 
and to draw, like Antaeus, another tankful of their courage and faith." "The people 
are right, never wrong," Capra said, but that is not what his films show.41 Because 
the good people are beyond political reach in Mr. Smith, authorities who are not 

beyond moral reach make the crucial interventions. To deliver his filibuster, Jeff 
must be recognized by the vice president, the single and crucial benevolent male 
face in the Senate; Harry Carey won the Best Supporting Actor Oscar simply for 

repeating his reassuring smile in scene after scene; it ends the motion picture. The 
Cheshire cat vice president may be only a shadow of the benevolent patriarchs who 

preside over the utopias in Lost Horizons and You Can't Take It with You, but he has 
a lot of help.42 Once the filibuster is about to fail, Jeff is rescued by the man who 
was his father's best friend. Senator Paine chose to rise with the sort of people who 

killedJeff's father, but he cannot finally tolerate being the instrument of destruction 
of the boy he's "grown very fond of... about like a son." The guilty patriarch is 

capable of moral redemption, and since the people who watch his transformation 
are those in the motion picture audience, not those in the film, Capra has done a 
better job of crowd control than Jim Taylor; he has beaten Taylor at his own game. 
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The master manipulator in the film appropriates the symbols of Americanism but 

fails, while the master manipulator who makes the film succeeds. Speaking for "the 
little man," Capra's investment is in the people only as they are constituted as the 
audience by his films; "Hitler can't keep 'em that long." His "little man" is not a 
comfortable part of a popular collectivity, but the hero isolated, abandoned by the 

people and alone, the man who has lost what he needs, the love of the crowd, to 

survive-Longfellow Deeds silently accepting confinement in an insane asylum, 
Jeff filibustering in the empty Senate chamber, John Doe about to commit suicide. 
Richard Griffith has famously described the typical Capra movie as a "fantasy of 

goodwill" in which "a messianic innocent, not unlike the classic simpletons of liter- 

ature, pits himself against the forces of entrenched greed. His experience defeats 
him strategically, but his gallant integrity in the face of temptation calls forth the 

goodwill of the 'little people,' and through their combined protest, he triumphs." 
Mr. Deeds may fit that formula at the beginning of Capra's little-man cycle and Meet 

John Doe, more desperately, at the end; among all Capra's other films there is only 
one other possible candidate-namely American Madness.43 Griffith's account as a 

plot summary of Mr. Smith Goes to Washington is demonstrably false. The people 
are powerless to save Smith. Capra's failed recourse to the people within the film, 
however, enables his appeal to the people outside it. 

VI 

Although it presents itself as a film pitting the little man of the people 
against the political boss, as we have been arguing, what actually drives Mr. Smith 
Goes to Washington is the question of who gets to constitute, speak for, and control 
the people. As Charles Wolfe has observed, Mr. Smith counterposes the three 1930s 
dominant mass media forms-radio (Hitler's and FDR's instrument), newspapers 
(William Randolph Hearst's), and motion pictures-to show the superiority of film. 

Newspapers, dominated byJim Taylor, are powerful and evil. Radio, present in the 

instantly recognizable accents of H. V Kaltenborn, is well-meaning but impotent. 
Kaltenborn's fifteen-minute nightly radio broadcast had made him by 1939 the 
most famous radio voice in the United States. ReportingJeff's filibuster as "democ- 

racy in action," Kaltenborn is the movie's third redemptive patriarch. Unlike Sena- 
tor Paine and the vice president, however, he makes nothing happen within the 
film. When he attempts to speak for Mr. Smith, he cannot reach the people; Taylor's 
newspapers overwhelm his radio. Those of us in the film audience are in a different 

position, however. For us, watching Jeff Smith as we listen to Kaltenborn, the mo- 
tion picture carries the day. It is Capra, not the radio reporter, who has the power 
to create mass audience sympathy for Smith by making visible Taylor's disruption 
of "democracy in action."44 

"Look at the capitol dome. It's all lit up," Jeff had exclaimed to a weary Saun- 
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ders in their car trip around the capital early in the film. Then, seeing another 

dome, he asks excitedly, "What's that? What's that?" Crestfallen, he answers his 
own question, "Oh, a movie house." Mr. Smith Goes to Washington assigns authority 
to the capitol dome, keeping the motion picture palace invisible. But the dome we 
are in, not the one we see, is the ultimate source of power. Jim Taylor tried and 
failed to control Jeff Smith; he is defeated not by Jeff alone but by Jeff, Paine, Kal- 

tenborn, and the vice president, all in the hands of Taylor's double, the film's fifth 
and definitive patriarchal authority, Frank Capra. Pretending to escape media ma- 

nipulation into the American heartland, Capra is actually letting the name above 
the title, his own-he claimed, unconscious of the irony, that Mr. Deeds had put it 
there-off the hook.45 

Capra does not simply split himself into innocent hero and manipulative vil- 

lain, stage-managing the innocent from behind the screen. He also puts Jeff's stage 
manager within the film as the point of audience identification. Jefferson Smith is 
not by himself after all when he filibusters in the Senate chamber; although he jokes 
to the presiding officer, "Well, Mr. President, we seem to be alone," there is actually 
a third person present as the spectator, Saunders cheering him on. By winning over 
Clarissa Saunders, Jeff simultaneously converts the film audience. 

Capra deliberately creates a distance, we have suggested, between the people 
in the film and the people watching it. In the beginning, he compromises our identi- 
fication with the boy senator by making Saunders the audience surrogate within 
the film. We share her cynicism before she ever sees the new senator; when he finally 
shows up, exclaiming that he'd never "been so thrilled in my life" as when he saw 
the capitol dome, "and there was Lincoln, just waiting for me," her response is 
"he's got nothing on me." Of course, Saunders is not the hero of the film, and her 
conversion is there to help us overcome our initial embarrassment to accept, in 

Capra's words, "a ringing statement of America's democratic ideals.""4 
Saunders is originally Jeff's unwilling audience, first as he exclaims about the 

capitol sites in his new office and on their cab ride around Washington, and then 
when he tells her about his plans for the boys' camp. In the first hinge scene of the 

film, humoring Jeff over the introduction of his bill, Saunders is moved by Jeff's 
evocation of the American land. To the music of "Red River Valley," the camera 
makes us listen to Jeff through the eyes of Saunders, the listener within the film. As 
her eyes fill with tears in soft-focus closeup, Saunders falls in love with Jefferson 
Smith and so do we.47 From that moment on Mr. Smith takes control of the humor; 
we begin to laugh with and not at him. When Jeff loses faith in himself after Paine 
and Taylor frame him on the land corruption charge and the Senate Committee 
votes to expel him, it is Saunders's faith in him that turns him around. "It's a crime 
to go through life wised-up like you and me," she says to her fellow cynic, the re- 

porter Diz (Thomas Mitchell), addressing at the same time the wised-up cinema- 

going audience. Won over as Jeff's private audience when they plan the boys' camp 
bill, Saunders serves as his public audience for the filibuster. 
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Seated in the Senate gallery, Saunders climaxes her performance not merely 
as Jeff's audience but also as his director, Capra's surrogate as well as ours. She has 

played Jeff's director from the moment they meet, first setting him up with the 

reporters, then helping him to introduce his legislation. "Now there's the principal 
actor in our little play," she says to Diz when Jeff rises to ask for the Senate floor. 
Still working for the Taylor machine, Saunders gets Jeff out of the Senate chamber 
when Paine introduces the Willet Creek bill. (Jealousy over Jeff's infatuation with 
Senator Paine's daughter motivates her temporary reversion to Taylor's side.) She 
then tellsJeff the truth about Taylor and Paine, gets him to fight back (at the Lincoln 

Memorial), and establishes his filibuster strategy. Saunders literally directs Jeff from 
the gallery, using hand motions to show him what to do, and sends him down writ- 
ten messages of instruction. "I had some pretty good coaching last night," Jeff tells 
the vice president when he refuses to yield the floor. 

Jefferson Smith is what one review, alluding to the 1939 Mickey Rooney/Judy 
Garland musical, called a "babe in arms"; the Photoplay Study Guide repeats the 
term. Assigned to take care of him in the sinister meaning of that term, Saunders 
moves to the (good) mother position. "I felt just like a mother sending her boy off 
to school for the first time," she tells Diz about Jeff introducing the bill she has 
drafted for him. Jeff knows not to yield the floor once he begins his filibuster because 
Saunders has helped him with what he calls (to the vice president) his "homework." 

Jeff has transformed the cynic Saunders into "Clarissa," enticing her to reveal her 

given name. Although Clarissa will presumably relinquish her working-girl iden- 

tity, the political innocent she has fallen for will no doubt continue to require strate- 

gic direction. Clarissa Saunders offers a maternal love that sees further than her 

object of desire and supports him from behind the scenes. As director and spectator 
combined into one, Saunders creates the fiction that the (feminized) audience is 
in charge. 

In the abstract, there is no reason to believe that an innocent hero cannot calcu- 
late his own moves and remain pure. Indeed, in another film that came out in 1939, 

by another director, Jimmy Stewart plays such a hero. Though the boyish sheriff 
in Destry Rides Again refuses to carry a gun, he is actually the shrewd strategist who 
will ultimately outmaneuver the bad guys all by himself, and turn out in the end 
to sling the biggest fastest gun. But Destry has none of the political pretension of Mr. 

Smith, nor does it need to face up to the problem of its own mythic claims. Capra's 
film, on the other hand, was about the problem of mythmaking and the power of 
the media manipulator behind "the people." In her role as supportive "mother," 
Clarrisa was notjust window dressing-the obligatory girl in the plot, she is a cover 
for the director: she is the good Jim Taylor. 

No specific political content places Mr. Smith Goes to Washington within the Popu- 
lar Front, and Popular Front enthusiasm for the film points to the manifest political 
limits of that effort to move the United States in a progressive direction.48 In its 
form of popular address, the motion picture also exposes the problematic underside 
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of Popular Front politics and culture. New Deal agencies, as Philip Selznick showed 
half a century ago, perfected the technique of covering over elite interests with the 

language of grassroots democracy.49 With populist innocence fronting sophisticated 
behind-the-scenes direction, Frank Capra and Sidney Buchman also hold a mirror 

up to Popular Front Stalinism. That problematic looked left in the American 1930s; 
it formed Reagan as a Hollywood New Dealer. When politics moved into the center 
of American life once again, the little man fronted for right-wing interests; he sent 

Reagan to Washington. Mr. Capra would precede him, but only after his next film 
turned back on the director in self-exposure. 

VII 

Mr. Smith does not wants its audience to see the power behind Mr. Smith; 
doubling as audience and director, Clarissa Saunders stands in for and obscures 
Frank Capra. But just as Mr. Smith brought to center-screen the media master in 
the background of Mr. Deeds, so Capra's identification with that figure moved ever 
closer to the surface in the third film of his trilogy, Meet John Doe. Mr. Smith capital- 
izes on a self-reflexivity that allies Jefferson Smith with his director. In Meet John 
Doe, however, such self-reflexivity turns the message against the medium, thereby 
blowing up Capra's project (and his long collaboration with screenwriter Robert 
Riskin as well). 

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington was Capra's last Columbia film. Leaving behind 
their antagonistic cooperation with Columbia head Harry Cohn, Capra and 
Riskin set up their own production company. Capra, who supported the attack on 

Hollywood's block-booking monopoly in distribution, imagined that he could now 
reach the people directly, without major studio intervention, but his independence 
may well have had the reverse consequence. No longer insulated from his Jim Tay- 
lor identification by the structural homology in which Cohn was to Capra as Taylor 
to Smith, Capra was now the man in charge.5" 

As the director moved more exclusively into the Edward Arnold position, more- 

over, World War II was also making it harder to stand with the disenfranchised 
little man against irresistible power. "Nazi panzers had rolled into Austria and 
Czechoslavakia" as he was preparing to make Mr. Smith, Capra remembered. "The 
black cloud of war hung over the chancelleries of the world." "The cancerous tumor 
of war was growing in the body politic, but our reform-happy hero wanted to call 
the world's attention to the pimple of graft on its nose." Only Capra's own visit to 
the Lincoln Memorial convinced him it was worth making "a ringing statement 
of America's democratic ideals."'1 

But if Mr. Smith could be made under the threat of a world war that had not 

yet broken out, John Doe faced the fall of France and the air war against Britain. In 
The Great Dictator (1940), Charlie Chaplin plays two roles, the Jewish barber and 
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the great dictator. In the film's conclusion, however, he abandons the little-man 

persona that has mimicked Hitler to allow the barber, wearing a Nazi uniform and 
mistaken for the tyrant, to speak out directly against him. The result is to reverse 
the brilliant mockery of the body of the film and collapse Chaplin into Hitler (rather 
than the other way around), as the actor is taken over by the great dictator in the 
name of resisting him. The Great Dictator might be seen as one symptom of the little 
man's terminal illness in the face of World War II; Meet John Doe is the other. 

Between 1939 and 1941, Hollywood released its first anti-Nazi and prowar 
films; it also revived the A-movie Western and made a series of pro-British motion 

pictures, the former in the service of military nationalism, the latter to create sym- 
pathy for the contemporary Allied cause. War was the subject of eight of the ten 

top-grossing films of 1941, all made before Pearl Harbor. Hollywood was preparing 
the country for military intervention. Mr. Smith's model, Burton Wheeler, now 

brought to Hollywood his fight to keep the United States out of the European con- 
flict. Leading those who opposed what they accurately saw as a Hollywood/White 
House alliance, the Senator from Montana responded to FDR's 'Arsenal of De- 

mocracy" speech by charging that "you and I, 'the man in the street' [have] felt 
the insidious force of war propaganda through the movies."52 

In the tradition of the 1930s American Left, Wheeler worried that American 
war preparations would promote the emergence of fascism at home. "I am con- 

cerned," he insisted, "with the underprivileged, with the economic and social status 
of those who are ill-fed, ill-clothed, and ill-housed." "The American people would 
like to see the four freedoms established throughout the world, but first they want 
freedom from want in the United States, first they want freedom of speech and 
freedom from lynching in Florida."53 

Wheeler's antiwar positon allied him, however, with isolationist conservatives 
on the far right of American politics. Whether a Hollywood "monopoly" was put- 
ting forth "propaganda ... designed to influence the public mind in the direction 
of participation in the European war" was a matter for Senate investigation, ac- 

cording to a resolution referred to the Interstate Commerce Committee. Chair of 
that committee, Wheeler created a Subcommittee on War Propaganda; it was the 
first congressional committee to travel to the movie capital to investigate the motion 

picture business. But whereas the postwar House Committee on Un-American Ac- 
tivities would succeed, with industry cooperation, in instituting a blacklist, this first 
committee exposed only itself.54 

The Senate subcommittee's moving force was another old agrarian radical, 
Gerald Nye of North Dakota, whose 1934 investigation of the role of munitions 
makers and British propagandists in pushing the United States into World War I 
had strengthened American isolationism, and who had run on the Third Party 
Union ticket against FDR in 1936. Immigrants "born abroad" and "interested in 

foreign causes," Nye charged, listing seventeen Jewish heads of the Big Eight stu- 
dios, have turned Hollywood into "a raging volcano of war fever." "These men, 
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with the motion-picture films in their hands, can address 80,000,000 people a 

week, cunningly and persistently inoculating them with the virus of war fever." The 
"block booking system" allowed a "handful of men" to "open ... 17,000 theaters 
to the idea of war," charged Subcommittee Chair D. Worth Clark of Idaho. The 
Subcommittee on Propaganda in Motion Pictures and Radio was conjoining Mr. 
Smith's attack on media moguls with the Neely Bill-Arnold antitrust prosecution 
of the motion picture industry to launch an attack on what they saw as a New Deal/ 

Hollywood conspiracy. Indeed, the senators were up against an alliance of motion 

picture producers and political leaders, signaled by the presence of Wendell Willkie 

(Capra's candidate for president, whom FDR had just defeated) as the industry 
counsel. Wheeler's and Nye's charges of alien influence in the motion picture busi- 

ness, and Nye's anti-Semitic insinuations against Hollywood's Jewish moguls, were 
finished off by Pearl Harbor.55 And that was the sour end not simply of the Senator 
from Montana's political career, but also of the tradition of agrarian radical opposi- 
tion to corporate power, big government, and militarist American imperialism. 

In the Nye/Wheeler/America First Committee perspective, war propaganda 
produced state centralization, war profiteers, dead boys, and unemployed returning 
veterans. For intellectuals like Walter Lippman, World War I propaganda had had 
an even more corrosive effect, discrediting any faith in a rational and informed 
mass public. Meet John Doe alludes to war as its context; its subject is the phantom 
public created by the mass media form. 

Released the year of the Senate investigation of Hollywood, 1941, Meet John 
Doe exhibited neither Wheeler's commitment to economic and racial equality nor 
his opposition to American involvement in World War II. But the motion picture 
moved Capra onto explicitly antifascist terrain. "Meet John Doe Pictures a Fascist 
Putsch in the U.S.A.," headlined the progressive New York newspaper, PM. This 
time Edward Arnold as media villain not only controls a paramilitary organization 
(modeled on William Pelley's Silver Shirts) but also is using his innocent front man 

John Doe (Gary Cooper) to engineer a third-party run for the White House. "The 
meek can only inherit the earth when the John Does start loving their neighbors," 
John Doe tells his radio audience. "In these days of wars and bombings, its a hope- 
ful sign that [the John Doe clubs] can sweep the country," announces the radio 

reporter covering their nationwide convention. Counterposing a war-torn world to 
a paradise of the meek, Meet John Doe resituates the Lost Horizons utopian possibility 
within the United States, and thereby finishes it off. The film imagines against its 
own intentions an American fascism that speaks not with the angry voices of Gerald 

Nye and William Pelley, but in the name of average Americans, private charity, and 

neighborly love. 
Meet John Doe's sophisticated working girl (Barbara Stanwyck as Ann Mitchell) 

is a reporter, like Jean Arthur in Mr. Deeds. She dreams up, to save her job and to 
boost newspaper circulation, the story of a "john doe" who will commit suicide to 

protest against the state of the world, and then finds an unemployed drifter (Gary 
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Cooper) to play the role. As the paper's owner, D. B. Norton, turns the plot to his 
own purposes, John Doe begins to believe in the speeches Ann has written for him. 
When he refuses at the convention of John Doe clubs to go along with Norton's 

plan to nominate the magnate for president on a third-party ticket, Norton exposes 
John Doe's masquerade. Cutting the microphone to prevent John from speaking 
to the crowd, he easily turns the people against their hero. OnlyJohn's threat actu- 

ally to commit suicide brings, in a last-minute rescue operation, the little people 
and Norton himself back to his side. 

"It could happen here," Bosley Crowther wrote in the New York Times, invoking 
Sinclar Lewis's 1935 novel about fascism coming to the United States, "if it were 
not for the American John Doe." Crowther endorsed Capra's "affection for the 

plain, unimpressive little people who want reassurance and faith." But the film also 
met a more bewildered reception than Crowther's, and for good reason.57 Making 
the manipulation of the unsuspecting little man into his subject, Capra intended 
to counterpose D. B. Norton to his unwitting tool, John Doe. But the film begins 
with and collapses back into the deeper identity between the two figures. It wants 

desperately to offer John Doe as the alternative to Norton, but it fails. 
If Mr. Smith walked a political tightrope, John Doe slips off the tightrope into the 

right wing. Blaming "slimy politics" for unemployment, John targets "politicians" 
rather than economic royalists or private enterprise. Politicians want to keep people 
on relief; neighborly love rather than government programs supplies jobs. Only 
"politicians" cannot join the John Doe clubs, as if it were only the state that was 

responsible for social stratification, not the economy. Such Wheeler betes noirs as 
Anaconda Copper and the utility holding companies nowhere appear, neither as 
the target of the John Doe clubs nor as the malevolent force behind them. Attacking 
politics and government in the name of private charity, John Doe sounds even more 
like Reagan and the Bush father and son than did Mr. Deeds or Mr. Smith.58 

As the film endorses the antigovernment John Doe clubs, however, it places 
them in D. B. Norton's hands. Which side is it on? Not on the trade union side, 
since Norton's lieutenants include a "labor leader" who delivers the "labor vote," 
and no businessmen (though Norton himself is passingly referred to as an oil mag- 
nate). The connection between labor and Norton also references the peculiar politi- 
cal circumstances of 1940: United Mine Workers President and CIO founderJohn 
L. Lewis, who opposed war preparations and refused to support Roosevelt for a 
third term, was involved in third-party speculation. The labor boss is anyway pe- 
ripheral; it is the Norton/Doe symbiosis that goes to the heart of the film. 

Meet John Doe wants to separate the John Doe clubs, which preach love, from 
the political party that stands for hate. In both incarnations, the social movement 
has nothing in common with the farmer-labor third parties of the 1920s and 1930s. 
It lacks either the economic radicalism of the 1924 La Follette/Wheeler ticket or 
the angry redistributive provincial populism that (FDR feared) would have placed 
Huey Long with Wheeler's support at the head of the 1936 Union Party ticket had 
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Long not been assassinated. (Nye took his place.) Meet John Doe proposes in spite 
of itself a different danger than a Wheeler/Nye third party, one only realized forty 
years later in the victory of Ronald Reagan and the death of the New Deal order. 

In their (anti)political program, their address to the mass public, and their rela- 

tionship to the John Doe clubs, John Doe and D. B. Norton mirror one another. 
So vacuous are John Doe's speeches that they could dress up any political content 
in little-man populist clothes. The John Doe clubs rally behind their idol when he 
is Norton's tool; what would protect them from an actor who could play John Doe 
in front of the camera while operating as (or relying on) a D. B. Norton (or several 
D. B. Nortons) behind it? Norton tells the John who finally confronts him, "You're 
the fake! We believe in what we're doing. You're the one who was paid the thirty 
pieces of silver!" as if the transformation of John Doe into another true believer 
would make him less dangerous.59 The film knows better, however, since Norton 

capitalizes on the public face of John's self-presentation, which would change not 
at all post-conversion. Politicians worry that John Doe is attacking them on behalf 
of "the average guys"; Norton sees how Doe's claim, "we're the people," can moti- 
vate a fascist mass movement. It is as if Capra's declaration of independence from 
the studio system held out two oppositional possibilities, Norton and Doe, that 
turned out to be only one."0 

The problem begins with the address to the people entering the motion picture 
palace. If Mr. Smith subtextually capitalized on the disjunction between the people 
watching the film and the people in it, John Doe explicitly incorporates the one into 
the other. A huge publicity buildup inviting moviegoers to see themselves in John 
Doe culminated in front of the motion picture theater. To the headline 'John Doe 
... Meet America," a giant cardboard cutout of Gary Cooper as John Doe bent 
down to greet his audience. One advertisement superimposed John Doe over a 

map of the United States. In another, a gigantic John Doe silhouette was filled in 
with line drawings of hundreds of tiny figures, looking like nothing so much as the 

frontispiece of Thomas Hobbes's Leviathan. "One Man in a Million! ... A Million 
Men in One!" read the headline (ellipsis in the original). And what could it mean 
that the uniformed "40 members of the Vic McLaglen motorcycle troop" invited to 

police the crowd at the Los Angeles premiere were "reprising their role as Norton's 

private storm troopers in the film"?61 

Intended as a paean to John Doe's average Americans, these double-edged 
massified images are repeated in the film's opening montage, where all the anony- 
mous little people in the motion picture audience are introduced to themselves be- 
fore they meet John Doe. Mr. Smith began by counterposing small-town virtue to 
modern political vice. Meet John Doe opens with a montage in which stock shots of 
masses of average Americans succeed one another on screen-a crowd viewed from 

above, men punching time clocks, farmers sewing seed, miners, seamstresses, tele- 

phone operators, and so on, ending with West Point cadets marching, children play- 
ing, and babies in bassinets. Reminiscent of King Vidor's The Crowd (even to finish- 
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ing off with the babies), this use of the camera as mass instrument wavers between 
celebration of the popular masses and anxiety about individual identity. 

The plot runs John Doe's ambivalence about the people through the birth of its 
hero. Mr. Smith may speak, against itself, to the symbiotic relationship between the 
little man and the culture industry, but small-town, prepubescent, founding-father, 
and maternal support all sustain Jeff within the motion picture plot. With his politi- 
cal heroes and monuments, Jeff preexists the mass media; Capra's job is to make 
us believe in him. Far more radical than Mr. Smith, Meet John Doe deprives the little 
man of any innocent origins.62 Unlike Mr. Deeds or Mr. Smith, the John Doe figure 
of heartland moral virtue is a sham, a creature of the culture industry within the 

plot of Meet John Doe, as if this film reflected back on, and thereby called into ques- 
tion, Capra's entire little-man project. The question posed by Meet John Doe is 
whether a little-people's movement spawned from within the bowels of the mass 
media can be transfigured into political innocence. CanJohn Doe, made into social 
movement leader through the Hollywood method of playing a role, become what 
he was only pretending to be? 

An amoral drifter, LongJohn Willoughby, is reborn as John Doe thanks to the 
bad intercourse between two mass media manipulators, Ann Mitchell and D. B. 
Norton. In their opening scene together, Edward Arnold as D. B. Norton and Bar- 
bara Stanwyck as Ann play sexual attraction. Norton entices Ann into writing 
speeches for John Doe and when he pays her off with a fur coat and jewels in their 
climactic scene together, the erotic charge is palpable. Norton is "fascinated by 
Ann," in the screenplay instructions; for her, his wealth and power are aphrodisiacs. 
Ann's response to the fur coat sounds like an erotic endearment. She looks at the 

gift and sighs, "D. B." And when Norton springs what turns out to be a proposal to 
launch a third party, it almost comes across as an offer of marriage. Stanwyck played 
a hooker in her first Capra film, Ladies ofLeisure (1930); it made her a star. In Forbid- 
den (1932) and The Bitter Tea of General Yen (1933), Capra cast her as an awakening 
sexual subject aroused by problematic older men (one married, the other Oriental). 
Sexual sophistication was an established part of the Stanwyck star persona by de- 
cade's end, and although Meet John Doe shows us Ann living at home with her 
mother and younger sisters, Stanwyck plays sexual temptation with Arnold. The 
film gestures to Norton's nephew Ted Sheldon (Rod LaRocque) as John's romantic 
rival only to cover up the actual triangle that pits John against the powerful older 
Norton.63 

Ann tells Long John Willoughby early on that she's "actually fallen in love 
with" "John Doe, the one in the speech" she has written.64 Ann surely has created 
her erotic object, from dreaming up the character, to writing his speeches, to teach- 

ing him how to act as if he believed them. But Ann cannot do her work alone. After 
the opening montage of masses of average Americans at work and play, there are 
(as Dudley Andrew has observed) three montage effects within the narrative.65 Sep- 
arately prepared by Slavko Vorkapich, they break the classic cinema rule of camera 
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invisibility to call attention to mass media power. The first montage-in which 

newspaper headlines, worried politicians, John Doe's picture, and a graph of rising 
newspaper circulation all chart John's growing notoriety-ends on the binoculars 
of D. B. Norton. In this shot, our first view of the master audience manipulator, he 
seems to be looking back at us, his target-until Capra cuts to the actual object of 
Norton's gaze, the fascist motorcycle gang. Norton has not yet made the John Doe 

story his own; it is as if this montage puts the idea in his head. In the next scene he 
and the girl reporter will make their alliance. 

The second montage charts the organization of a national social movement- 

by way of newspaper headlines, moving trains, John speaking, audiences ap- 
plauding, John Doe clubs organizing, John Doe on the cover of Time. ("He made 
the cover," announced Time shortly before the film premiere, beneath its own cover 

photo of Gary Cooper as John Doe; news magazine was imitating motion pic- 
ture.)66 This montage finishes off with Norton in front of a map marking the spread 
of the John Doe clubs to every corner of the United States. The map given to John 
Doe in movie advertisements turns out to be under D. B. Norton's control. Both 

montages insist that what looks like the spontaneous spread ofJohn Doe's message 
is actually mass-media orchestrated. 

A set of flashbacks constitutes the final montage. Here the camera goes back 
in time and inward into John Doe's interior rather than traveling forward and out 
in space. ConfrontingJohn with the key episodes in his confidence game, this mon- 

tage dissolves into the suicide scene. The mass media create John Doe in the first 
two montages; the third one unmakes him. Mr. Smith counterposed motion pictures 
to newspapers and radio; John Doe collapses the three modern media malevo- 

lently together. 
Whereas the montages foreground the print and visual media, radio gets pride 

of place in the story. John's first radio address marks the narrative's initial turning 
point, for the bewildered little man must decide whether to read the speech Ann has 
written for him or else the one admitting his fraudulence that Norton's newspaper 
competitor has supplied. Although John rejects the truth-telling speech, it helps 
motivate his awkwardness in front of the microphone. The neophyte communica- 
tor fumbles incompetently with his phallic technological object; his voice cracks, 
and it seems that he will not be able to go on. John gradually grows more confident 
under the sway of Ann's words. Radio has converted him by the end of the speech, 
and with him the mass public within the film. Later Ann marvels that John's radio 
addresses reach three hundred thousand listeners. Without the microphone, no 

John Doe; he will be castrated at the convention when Norton's uniformed thugs 
cut his wires. 

Capra not only insists that the mass media have given birth to John Doe; he 
also shows the employment of sacred political motifs for nefarious political pur- 
poses. From posingJohn Doe with a midget "symbol of the little people" to playing 
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic" at the John Doe convention, the Norton gang 
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uses Capra's own Americanism techniques just as had Boss Jim Taylor.67 To be 

sure, Mr. Smith also created a hermeneutics of suspicion around the little man the 
better to convert his audience, but by deprivingJohn Doe of innocent origins, Meet 

John Doe goes decisively further. 
The single figure who stands outside mass media Americanism is not the little 

man but his traveling companion, the Colonel (Walter Brennan). Voicing mistrust 
of the birth ofJohn Doe from the minute it starts to happen, the Colonel is equally 
dismissive of the little people who believe in him. The Colonel makes no distinction 
between John's fraudulence and their sincerity, since both forms of public opinion 
trap average Americans in dependence; the Colonel calls them "heelots." (The 
midget is "a half a heelot.") "You're gonna get used to a lotta stuff that's gonna 
wreck you," the Colonel tells John early on, and he turns out to mean not just 
money but brotherly love. Reaction shots on Saunders converted the audience to 

Jeff Smith's boys' camp. By contrast, when a delegation of little people convince 

John to continue to play his John Doe club role by telling him their good neighbor 
tales, reaction shots on the Colonel's face undercut the sentimentality. John may 
be moved by the little people, but "D. B. and Ann ... exchange victorious glances" 
(as the screenplay puts it), and the disgusted Colonel pushes through the little people 
and announces his exit from John's life.68 

On the evidence of the letters written to Capra, however, as Eric Smoodin has 

shown, viewers chose the little people and not the Colonel as their point of identifi- 
cation. TakingJohn Doe back out into the world, they thereby completed the audi- 
ence circle that had begun by drawing them into the movie. Seeing themselves as 

John's diegetic audience, spectators imitated the little people who had addressed 
him within the film. One fan wrote Capra that the director "had a John Doe Club 

right there in the theater." Others reported that the film had started a movement 

ofJohn Doe clubs around the country (for which there is no further evidence); still 
others objected to Capra's loss of faith in his "john does," because he depicted them 
as having lost faith in their leader. Some wanted Capra to lead a John Doe move- 
ment, with one letter-writer wishing that the director had ended by speaking in his 
own voice (like Chaplin in The Great Dictator).69 

On the evidence offered within the motion picture, this audience identification 

speaks for filmic rather than consumer power. Metamorphosing from passivity to 
mass-media generated anger and back, the John Doe clubs never constitute a col- 
lective popular subject. They stand instead for the power of the figure-is it Norton, 
John Doe, or Capra himself?-who mobilizes them. One fan wanted to be reas- 
sured that Capra's "message" was "sincere. I am hoping you are not a D. B. Nor- 
ton," she wrote the director. Mr. Smith's little men are boys;John Doe "infantilizes the 
common people" as adults. In this "unusually self-reflective ... narrative," Capra is 
another Norton using Doe as his front man, and the Capra project could not survive 
that self-exposure.70 

When Norton exposes John Doe as a fraud at the convention, his erstwhile 
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supporters rough him up. "Back to the jungle, you hobo," shout what the screen- 

play calls "a group of John Does." "You're the hope of the world," John replies 
hoarsely before being hit by a tomato. In spite of Capra's conscious intention, it 

seems, Meet John Doe falls victim to the power of fascism. The "little men" the direc- 
tor was supposed to be celebrating appear en masse only in positions of either help- 
less, self-effacing gratitude or mob hysteria.71 

"It seems like motion pictures have a terrific hold on me," Capra mused to 

Joseph McBride long after he'd lost his hold on motion pictures. "I guess it's the 
audience. The audience kept me in there. I had made something and had shown 
it to people, and they liked it, applauded or something."72 Thanks to audience ap- 
plause, John Doe comes to believe in the role he is playing, so he tells Ann; the loss 
of audience leaves him suicidal. Although he now feels the people are "hungry for 

something," and thinks he has moved from the selfish need for their applause to 
the generous desire to solace them, John has himself been "lonely and hungry for 

something practically all my life." "He was so all alone!" sobs Ann after Norton 
and his thugs keep her from the convention.73 John Doe speaks for the lonely crowd, 
anticipating the social science classic by a decade. Even redeemed, he never ac- 

quires Jeff Smith's humor and intelligence; John Doe is a mass man. 
As in Mr. Smith, fathers rather than little people rescue the abandoned little 

man. When the drunken Connell, the cynical editor who turns out to be a patriot 
after all, finally tells John of Norton's "fifth column," he invokes not only Washing- 
ton, Jefferson, and Lincoln but also the father who died alongside him in World 
War I.74 This paternal overkill compressed into a single speech betrays its lack of 
conviction. Reinstituting the virtuous patriarchal origins of which the film has de- 

prived John Doe, Ann's speeches have been inspired by her dead father's diary, as 
if the oedipal triangle with her father and John could overturn the one already 
established with D. B. Norton. 

Placing John Doe between Ann and her father has a disturbing implication of 
its own, moreover. When Saunders falls in love with Jeff, he is speaking as himself. 
The soft-focus reaction shot that registers female desire is transferred from Arthur 
to Stanwyck at the moment John reads Ann's speech-with the incestuous Pygma- 
lion consequence that Ann falls in love with her own father's words. John confesses 
himself to Ann's mother (Spring Byington) as two people, John Doe and LongJohn 
Willoughby, worrying that Ann is only in love with "the one she made up." Ann 
and D. B. Norton are John's fairy-tale parents in that family romance, and John is 
a split subject. 

John himself understands that he is split, but in his fantasy he is not just a fic- 
tional character (John Doe) and a "real" person (Long John Willoughby). He re- 
counts to Ann a dream in which he is both Ann's father ("I dreamed I was your 
father") and "the real me, John Doe, er, that is, Long John Willoughby." Together 
the two-men-in-one stop Ann from marrying the wrong man, Norton's nephew. In 
his dream (a dream as wish if there ever was one) John has chased Ann to the altar 
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as her father. There he finds Long John playing the minister. John-as-father starts 
to spank Ann and then invites his Long John double to "come on down here and 
whack her yourself." As he is recounting his dream to Ann, John slaps his legs, 
miming first the father's blows on Ann's bottom and then his own, exposing his 
wish to reintegrate himself by acquiring the paternal inheritance.75 

This was not the first time that Capra had the hero spank the heroine, thereby 
returning her to her father. Reporter Peter Warne (Clark Gable) spanks Ellie An- 
drews (Claudette Colbert) in It Happened One Night (1935) and calls her a spoiled 
brat, just like her father had. Peter, who Ellie's father will ultimately recognize as 
a "real man," is the proper inheritor of the father's mantle. John's spanking scene, 
an homage to Peter spanking Ellie, only underlines that John Doe is no Clark Ga- 
ble. And in spite of his dream, the distance between John and Ann's dead father is 
never closed. Though publicists for Meet John Doe were effusive about "the healthy 
young Montanan" who played the hero, nothing in Cooper's performance could 
rescue the film from its message. 

Stanwyck's glamour further accentuatesJohn's helplessness, pushing him more 

definitively than Jeff Smith into the child position. Ann's conversion experience 
must compensate not just for the female cynicism she shares with Saunders, but as 
well for the sex appeal of the working woman who has given birth to her little man 
in ambition and libidinal excitement. Since Ann fills the Colonel's place in John's 
life, her commitment to John Doe has also to overcome the Colonel's doubt. Ann 
and John have more to atone for than Saunders and Jeff, and so the film subjects 
them to greater humiliation. Disheveled and slobbering in the climactic suicide 
scene atop city hall, Ann makes explicit the Jesus Christ imitation. "You don't have 
to die to keep the John Doe idea alive! Someone already died for that once! The 
first John Doe," she cries, before finally collapsing into an unconscious heap. With 

Oedipus haunting this film more powerfully than Jesus, however, and D. B. Norton 

canceling out Ann's father, neither consummated nor threatened crucifixion can 

emancipateJohn Doe from Norton's shadow. The rush to patriarchy cannot recover 
from Meet John Doe's fundamental insight, that not a word uttered publically by 
John Doe gives Norton any trouble at all. 

Good fathers and virtuous little people are not John Doe's only casualties. In 

spite of her self-castigation, humiliation, and reform, Barbara Stanwyck as Ann 
Mitchell is too much for Gary Cooper as John Doe. Saunders may direct and sup- 
port Jeff Smith, but John Doe has no existence independent of Ann. The noirish 

photography of Meet John Doe and the camera's brutal treatment of the repentant 
strong woman foretell Ann Mitchell's future; within a very few years Barbara Stan- 

wyck will get her power back by feigning helplessness as Double Indemnity's femme 
fatale. When Capra's little man comes on screen for the last time, as George Bailey 
in It's a Wonderful Life, he is married to the girl next door. Marking the final appear- 
ance of the Capra heroine, Stanwyck will be split in the postwar films into villainous 
career woman (Angela Lansbury in State of the Union) and thoroughly domesticated 
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wife (It's a Wonderful Life's Donna Reed, State of the Union's Katharine Hepburn). 
This submissive helpmeet exemplifies the feminine mystique that the 1930s Capra 
happy ending may look forward to, but that never appeared on his screen before 
Pearl Harbor. "Miss Mitchell, do me a favor, will you? Go on out and get married 
and have a lot o' babies-but stay out of the newspaper business," Connell tells 
Ann when she elaborates her John Doe scheme. Had Capra's heroines followed 
that advice, the Capra film would have fallen stillborn.76 

Audiences may not consciously have recognized the breakdown of the differ- 
ences Meet John Doe was trying to maintain-on the one hand between the mindless 

appeals to the people made by the little-man hero and those of the fascist who is 

using him, and on the other between the mass manipulation of the media magnate 
within the film and that employed by the man behind the camera. But the movie's 
trouble registered within its plot, for Capra had difficulty extricating a discredited 

John Doe both from mass abandonment and from Norton's continuing power. 
Since Gary Cooper as John Doe was inheriting his own boy hero role as Mr. Deeds 
and Jimmy Stewart's as Mr. Smith, the adversity over which he could not convinc- 

ingly triumph threatened to pull those American heroes down with him. 
Disturbed by the power of fascism to take over the film that was supposed to 

stand against it, Meet John Doe received a mixed critical and popular reception. 
Capra himself tried to save his movie by blaming its problems on the ending. He 

explained that he could not find a convincing way to rescue John and Ann from 
the hole he had dug for them, of stoppingJohn from making good on the girl report- 
er's scam and killing himself to finish off the film. The director shot several endings, 
but in none of them did he redeem Doe by having him actually go through with 
the suicide that had been promised. That ending, Capra said, would leave the blood 
of the hero "on the souls of the John Does." Capra ultimately chose a version in 
which a delegation of the people faces down D. B. Norton and stops John Doe from 

leaping to his death.77 Although it formally fulfills the alleged Capra film formula 
in which the people save their hero, their rush to the rescue neither carries convic- 
tion nor saves the film. Capra was rightly unhappy with his unconvincing solution, 
but far from being a self-contained failure, it is the symptom for the trouble that 

produced it. The man-in-the-street intervention that fulfills the manifest ideology 
of this film is fatally undercut by its mise-en-scene: irresistible dictator, manipulable 
masses, boy-innocent overmatched because he has no un-mass-mediated ground. 

Not all viewers agreed, to be sure. One fan, having seen the film the very June 
afternoon she sent her son off to army camp, wrote the director, "What a picture, 
just what this old world needs." For her Meet John Doe was an antidote to worries 
about the war. The Variety review of March 1941, by contrast, saw war mobilization 
as the antidote to Meet John Doe: "An audience stepping outside the theater into an 
awakened world will find more practical demonstration of the American idea at 
work in current affairs than in the Capra-Riskin formula," the magazine insisted. 
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"Its timeliness has been dulled by the course of world events within the past few 
months. Strong impulses for national unity are loose in the nation today. The real 
America is rising to the challenge of outside aggressors. Thus the active John Does 
are proving themselves of sterner material than the film prototype. This is their day 
for doing, not talking."78 

"Outside aggressors" would shortly reinvigorate the United States, but Variety's 
confidence six months before Pearl Harbor was premature. What rescued Frank 

Capra was actual American entry into the war, World War II, that the Senator from 

Montana, Burton Wheeler, committed political suicide in opposing. "Hollywood 
has been attacked as un-American," the Justice Department spokesperson Dorothy 
Donnell wrote Capra while Meet John Doe was in postproduction, alluding to House 
Un-American Activities Committee threats that Congress would investigate the 
movie capital. And indeed, Senator Wheeler would soon make that threat real. 
Donnell wanted Capra to speak on the Justice Department radio program I'm an 
American. Accepting Donnell's invitation, Capra attacked the Hollywood Left (tem- 
porarily estranged from Roosevelt, war preparations, and reformist Americanism 

by the Stalin-Hitler pact) and equivocated on the war. But "the screen's foremost 

populist," as Joseph McBride puts it, removed from Donnell's script the words "I 
have a profound faith in the American people. It's the leaders who need educating." 
Virtually at the same time that Capra excised Donnell's lines from his radio broad- 
cast, he added them to his film. Changing the ending of Meet John Doe, he gave 
editor Connell the final words, "There you are, Norton-the people. Try and lick 
that."79 The motion picture, Capra seemed to be letting Donnell know, already had. 

Meet John Doe may generate a longing for the return of Mr. Smith, but (although 
admirers of It's a Wonderful Life will need convincing) this director could not go 
back there. Having reached a Hollywood dead end, Frank Capra went to Washing- 
ton.80 The war renewed his genius for making the little people feel good about their 

country, only now as the men and women in uniform whose enemies were coming 
at them from outside the United States. To watch the Why We Fight "documenta- 
ries"-which include footage from film fiction epics and invented men (and women) 
in the street-is to experience the relief with which, in the struggle between "a free 
world and a slave world," Capra could finally give weapons to the fighters for free- 
dom. With slavery as the central verbal metaphor for the Axis powers, and the 
massacre of innocents as a central visual motif, the series never once has to name 
those internally divisive issues, the slave past at home and the contemporary exter- 
mination of European Jews. Nor did it need to worry about the people as a massified 
mob; they were now disciplined warriors. 

Whereas the political dream of an antistatist localist radicalism died with Bur- 
ton Wheeler until briefly resurrected by the 1960s New Left, Capra spoke for the 
American heartland in Washington war propaganda.81 But as with Wheeler's po- 
litical career, Capra's Hollywood success lay on the other side of the great divide 
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opened up by the war. By the time the ex-senator and ex-director came together 
again, in virulent right-wing Cold War anti-Communism, that torch had passed 
to other senators and moviemakers, and the careers of both were over.82 

Looking back over his life, Capra advised filmmakers to "forget all politics. 
Because if you politicize yourself, what you do is cut yourself in half." The self- 
fashioned simulation of Mr. Smith, Ronald Reagan, found the reverse to be true. 
As he explained in his autobiography, Where Is the Rest of Me? Reagan the actor felt 
that he had been cut in half by his Hollywood career; he was restored by politicizing 
himself. When he finally came to Washington from Hollywood, having replaced 
his sophisticated working woman (the actress Jane Wyman) along the way, he over- 
turned the New Deal order that had propelled Frank Capra to the top.83 
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